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Assignment II 
Text Book: Literature Reader 
Read the Chapter – 2. The First Lamb 

Summary of the Chapter – The story ‘The First Lamb’ written by Louis Stinetorf tells 

us about a small North African boy Abd EL Karuzeh. He was a shepherd and 

belonged to a very poor family. Every day he and some of the other boys of the 

village collected sheep and goats and took them to the hilly areas for grazing. They 

used to go uphills with their ewes and lambs after climbing high hills and crags. All 

the shepherds carried some kind of weapons like knives and spears because they 

were afraid of attack by hyenas after darkness. Abd El Karuzeh wanted to start a 

flock of his own but his father was a very poor man and could not afford a lamb for 

his son. He asked his son to earn a lamb of his own as it was the only respectful way 

to start his flock but the boy could not find a way to earn his lamb. One day while 

returning from the hills, Headman’s son Feragi and Faud joined them a little late and 

told the shepherds that they had to leave a sheep uphill because it was stuck in a 

cliff from where it could not be rescued. It made all the shepherds sad because they 

loved their sheep as a mother loves her baby. 

The boys were pretty sure that very soon it will be killed by beasts. When Abd El     

Karuzeh heard this all he decided to save the sheep and without being noticed by 

anyone moved in the direction of sheep to save it. After facing many difficulties and 

fear he traced the sheep on the hill by its bleating. He followed the sad bleating call 

and found it in a cliff. It was really very dangerous to reach there because a small 

mistake could have thrown them into the deep canyon. Inch by inch, he crept down 

holding hard to the rock in front of him. As he put his foot on one rock or another it 

went thrashing down the mountains side into a canyon far below. He saved himself 

by clutching the edge of rock. There was no one to help him and the bushes were 

too small to carry his weight and rocks smaller even to be broken easily by the same. 

However, he was not discouraged and finally saved the sheep. In this process he 



found his fingers were hurt and they were bleeding. This was more dangerous 

because the savage beasts could smell blood a long way off. Somehow he crawled 

over the top. He peered down the long path to go to his father’s cave and saw a 

gleam of light. At first he became afraid that there was hyena but soon found that it 

was his father and some other villagers who were looking for him. Karuzeh handed 

over the lamb to Faud but the Headman refused to accept it by saying that Abd El 

Karuzeh had saved lamb’s life so now he was the owner of the little lamb. In this 

way, Abd El Karuzeh earned his first lamb by his courage and bravery. 

 

 

Word Meanings  

crags-high steep rocks 

ewes –female sheep  

abandon –to go away, forsake  

gorge-a narrow opening between mountains 

canyon-a kind of gorge 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Q.1) Why was Abd worried? 

Ans-Abd was worried about the fact that he did not have a lamb to start his own 

flock. 

Q.2) The poor may not have material wealth but have a strong sense of self respect. 

Does this hold good for Abd’s father? 

Ans- Abd’s father was a poor man and could not afford to gift a sheep to Abd. When 

Abd asked for a sheep he answered that Abd must earn his first lamb by his own. He 

didn’t show him any wrong way and encouraged the boy to earn  and improve his 

self respect. Thus we can say that this sentence holds good for Abd’s father. 

Q.3) What made this community a happy one? 

Ans-The return of Abd safely with the sheep made the community happy because 

not only did  it find the boy safe but also it was rewarded with the sheep of which it  

had lost every hope. 

 

 



 

Section - Grammar 

 

A. What is an adjective? 

 Adjectives are words that describe or modify other words, making your writing and 
speaking much more specific. Words like small, blue, and sharp are descriptive, and 
they are all examples of adjectives. 

Different Types of Adjectives: 

Possessive Adjectives: 

As the name indicates, possessive adjectives are used to indicate possession. They are- 

My, Your, His, Her, Its, Our, Their 

Quantitative Adjectives: 

This type of adjective describes or gives the quantity of noun or something. To be precise, it 

provides the information regarding “how many?” like the count. 

Example: 

 “How many candies do you own?” “I only have a single candy dude”  

There are nine planets in the solar system. 

Demonstrative Adjectives: 

These type of adjectives are used to specify or indicate pronouns like “that”, “this”, “these”, 

“those”. Indirectly, they are used to point out the nouns or other objects  

Example:  

I love those paintings. 

These chargers are of good quality.. 



Interrogative Adjectives: 

They specify the question types regarding wh’s like “what?”, “which?”, “whose?”. It’s important to 

know that these can be found before nouns or pronouns.  

Example:  

Which song shall I play on the speaker? 

What type of dress do you want? 

Proper Adjectives:  

Adjectives derived from proper names are called proper adjectives. They are easily recognizable in that 
they are always capitalized.  

Example:  

Japanese food 

Russian opera 

Adjective of Number: 

“Adjective showing the number of nouns or pronouns is called Adjective of Number.” 

Example:  

There are ten students in the classroom. 

I stood first in class. 

Adjective of number can be further classified into –  

Indefinite Adjectives:  

An indefinite adjective is modifies a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase. 

Example:  

some, few, many, all, no, several, any, most, more, too, much, none, too many, certain, etc. 

Cardinal Adjectives: 

Adjectives that modify the noun by numbering it (stating how many) are cardinal adjectives. 



Examples: 

Five pens 

Six tables 

Ordinal Adjectives: 

An ordinal adjective indicates the position of a noun in a series. 

Examples: 

The first date 

The third month 

Distributive Adjective: 

Distributive numeral adjectives are  used to indicate nouns as individual in the whole amount, such 

as neither, another, every, each, etc. 

Example: 

• In the entrance exams each of the students get a separate set of questions. 

Emphasizing Adjectives: 

Emphasizing adjectives are words that are used to emphasize nouns. 

Examples: 

actual: “Is that your actual name?” 

own: “Sit in your own chair!” 

Adjective of Quality: 
 

The adjectives that are used to describe the nature of a subject or a noun or showing the kind or 

quality of nouns or pronouns are called Adjective of Quality. They basically answer the question of 

“what kind of?” in specifying the description of the subject or noun.  

 

Example: Kind, Bulky, Weak etc. 

 

 



Exercise 1: Underline the adjectives in the paragraph given and indicate what kind 

of adjective it is: 

When the Chinese philosopher Confucius was about to die, he called his favourite 

disciple and said, “Son, look into my mouth and check if I have any tongue inside.” 

The disciple looked into the mouth and said, “Master, your tongue is there inside 

the mouth.” 

“Look again, Are any teeth there?” 

“There isn’t even one tooth.” 

“What lesson do you learn from this observation?” Confucius asked. 

Then he said. “The tongue is soft. It is flexible. So it is still there. The teeth were 

hard. They were unbending. So they are some although they appeared much after 

the tongue. You should have an adjusting attitude in life. It will be in your interest.” 

This is one of the greatest teachings of Confucius. 

 

Formation of Adjectives  

We can form adjectives 

1. from nouns: 

 honour – honourable; beauty – beautiful 

2. from verbs: 

 quarrel – quarrelsome; talk – talkative 

3. from other adjectives: 

 Red – reddish; white – whitish 

 

Exercise 2: Make adjectives from the following words by adding one of these 

suffixes: ous, al, ful, y : 

  

Mystery peace  glory  navy  mercy 

Machine adventure price  centre fog 

Habit  essence fame  duty  taste 

Faith  fire  ease  gloom  use 

 

 

WORK BOOK: 



Read the chapter ‘The Surprise Party’ and do the Exercise A and B. 

Read the next topic Vocabulary on page no. 6 and do the Exercise A. 

 


